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Extra Stuff for Window Art Improve the view from every window in you house with this set of five
brilliant window paint colors: sunny yellow, turquoise, poppy red, emerald green, and violet. An
ice big bottle of black paint (indispensable for outlining) completes the package.Comes With:
one 40-ml bottle of black outline paint, five 22-ml bottles of colored paint (violet, turquoise,
emerald green, sunny yellow, poppy red), 2 plastic tracing sheets• Create wonderful things • Be
good • Have fun

Book DescriptionVintage finds and fabrics are elegantly paired to recreate the grace and
comfort of French-style.About the AuthorCarolyn Westbrook is a prominent lifestyle designer,
known for her brand Carolyn Westbrook Home. Her passion for all that is French often translates
into her home decor line to include bedding, pillows, slipcovers, lamps, and other accessories,
as well as the interiors she has designed. The author is based in Chatfield, TX.
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Ashley Webster, “Good quality, fair price. I love this stuff, so much fun. I really wish there were
more of them, more colors and more books.”

Esther, “Four Stars. THEY WORKT GOOD”

A, “Worth the Money. I bought this as a replacement to a window cling craft set I bought for my
son at Joanns as they didn't sell the paint there. These are smaller bottles but the cost compared
to the kit, it is worth it. My son was able to make about 30 window clings before running out. A lot
of fun for smaller kids. :)”

Mrs. Nicola Bennett, “Fantastic. My daughter gets through the black so quickly - best craft stuff
around. It was great to see I could get this much cheaper than buying from Klutz - as we are in
UK the postage is expensive but not so with Amazon. Great stuff.”

francespink2008, “Extra colours for window kit. My niece loved this present. She created many
imaginative designs and had the pleasure of them being displayed on the window and the sun
shines through lighting them up. Great for encouraging creative minds, Klutz are a great
company for creative gifts.”

Daje de tacco Daje de punta, “Five Stars. Great fun for the kids”

smellieshelley, “Perfect product with quick delivery. It was exactly what my daughter wanted.”

The book by Klutz has a rating of  5 out of 3.4. 35 people have provided feedback.
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